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“Looking Upon a Familiar Sight”: Announcing Mythmoot X: Homeward Bound

By Bronwyn Rivera Sometimes, home is behind. Other times, it is just up ahead. From June 22-25, the community of Signum University welcomes you to our 10th annual speculative fiction conference, Mythmoot X: Homeward Bound. Please join us for four marvelous days of thought-provoking academic presentations, interactive discussion panels, creative workshops, and more. *New this… 


May 13, 2023

Read more: “Looking Upon a Familiar Sight”: Announcing Mythmoot X: Homeward Bound
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Process of Illumination: Introducing Tolkien Illustrated: Picturing the Legendarium for Summer 2023

By Bronwyn Rivera In Tolkien scholarship, the roads of literature and philology go ever on and on. This Summer 2023, we step off these well-worn paths and enter the visual realm instead. Signum University is delighted to introduce Visiting Lecturer Dr. Joel Merriner and his brand-new literature class: Tolkien Illustrated: Picturing the Legendarium. Dr. Merriner,… 


March 31, 2023

Read more: Process of Illumination: Introducing Tolkien Illustrated: Picturing the Legendarium for Summer 2023
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Celebrating the Love for Books: The Shelves of Signum Pt. I

By Bronwyn Rivera T’is the season of Saint Valentine’s Day. In place of chocolates and roses, Signum University offers you the key to our collective literary heart through the Shelves of Signum. In this brand-new series, we invite you to wander an ever-expanding library stuffed with titles recommended by our faculty members. Whether you seek… 


February 9, 2023

Read more: Celebrating the Love for Books: The Shelves of Signum Pt. I
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Another Age, Another Layer: “Race, Gender, and the Other in Tolkien” for Spring 2023

By Bronwyn Rivera How do we tackle the most up-to-date issues and questions in our primary age and apply them to the fictional world of Middle-earth? What do the mannerisms of Orcs tell us about otherness? In what ways was Tolkien extremely positive towards difference, and when did his era’s cultural or societal assumptions set… 


December 10, 2022

Read more: Another Age, Another Layer: “Race, Gender, and the Other in Tolkien” for Spring 2023
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Celebrate Our Signum Community

The fun of Mythgard!The excitement of SPACE!The rigor of the Graduate School! Signum is no correspondence school or passive entertainment channel. Leading the revolution in global education, Signum University is a community. Folks who attend Mythgard productions with The Tolkien Professor engage him and one another in conversation, debate, and discovery. Preceptor passions drive the… 


November 9, 2022

Read more: Celebrate Our Signum Community
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Signum University is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit educational institution dedicated to making affordable online education available to all. 

Mailing Address: 1 Hardy Rd #389 / Bedford, NH 03110 / United States of America


Contact Us: [email protected] | 
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